
 

June 18, 2016 

 November 5 - 17, 2016  
  13 days/ 12 nights 

  Just can’t get enough! 
       We welcome this opportunity to again share with Bob’s BMW 
the intriguing island of Cuba. Traveling to Cuba under Office of 
Foreign Assets Control general license, we will promote meaningful 

people to people exchanges, exploring the culture, history and 
excitement of a place long denied citizens of the USA. Now is the time 
to discover Cuba.       
 

ITINERARY 

DAY 1 Miami The group will rendezvous in time 
for a 5:30 p.m. briefing. Your hotel night is included 
in the tour. 

DAYS 2 - 3 Havana   An early morning flight to 
Havana from Miami will have you in the air less 
than an hour. 
During our two night stay in beautiful Havana we 
will visit Finca Vigia, the once home of famous writer, Ernest Hemingway. We’ll take possession of the 
motorcycles and possibly do a short orientation ride along the malecon, the seaside avenue, for photos. 
Numerous people to people (P2P) events will be scheduled. 

DAY 4 - 5  Viñales  (140 mi.) 
Today we ride, heading to the western side of the island and the colorful tobacco growing region. By the 
end of the day you will enjoy a swim in the pool with a view of the scenic Parque de Viñales.  

A second day will be for riding exploration in the region, hiking 
through national parks and touring the scenic tobacco plantation 
of the legendary Robaina family, known worldwide for growing the 
finest of tobacco wrap leaves.   

DAY  6   Playa Larga (220 mi.) 
Departing Viñales we will make our way back towards Havana, 
circle the capital city and then on to  a private home (casa 
particular) known for cordiality and delicious family style fresh 
seafood. Imagine swimming in the gentle waters of the Bay of 
Pigs, site of the invasion of 1961.  

DAY 7-8  Trinidad (125 mi.) 
We’ll stop at a fascinating crocodile breeding farm where an indigenous species is raised to offset the 
invasion of  other species in the region. Visiting  the museum dedicated to that infamous attack on the 
island in 1961 you’ll get the Cuban take on the Bay of Pigs invasion.Trinidad is a lovely colonial era city 
with fine architecture. The Plaza Major comes alive when the sun goes down with locals and visitors 
dancing through the night.  



DAY 9 Remedios or Santa Clara 
Departing Trinidad the route will include P2P events in route including a stop in Santa Clara to visit the 
mausoleum and monument to Cuban revolutionary, Che Guevara. A stop in the home of a Harlista amigo 
of MotoDiscovery will allow a chance to learn of the history of his 1937 Knucklehead H-D.  

DAY 10 Varadero 
We’ll visit  a sugar plantation and factory museum then  make our way to the beach for an overnight and a 
taste of the all inclusive resort scene.  

DAY 11 Havana (127 mi.)  
We can have a lazy departure, making our way through Matanzas back to the capital city.  

DAY 12   Havana 
There is so much to do and see in Havana, this day will be spent hitting the highlights including art 
galleries, museums and making photo explorations in the centro. As an option, you can wrap up your 
Cuba experience by catching the legendary cabaret show at the Tropicana. 

DAY 13  Fly out Havana, Transfers to airport  

INCLUDES: 
● Suzuki 650 V-strom with upgrades to V-strom 1000. Harley Davidson also available.  
● 12 nights accommodations including family stays. (double occupancy) 
● Dinners on most travel days, breakfasts and occasional lunch 
● Motorcycle fuel  
● Numerous entrances for people to people exchanges, museums and other activities 
● Support/luggage vehicle & chauffeur and Bilingual Cuban riding guide 
● Havanatur guide and representative from MotoDiscovery 
● Airport transfers 
● Bottled drinking water in the support vehicle 
● Pre-tour Information Packet 
● Round trip airfare Miami- Havana & Cuba travel visa 

DOES NOT INCLUDE 
● Luggage handling and staff tips 
● Alcoholic beverages 
● International emergency evacuation insurance (RECOMMENDED) 
● Staff tips and baggage handling gratuities. 

PRICE:      8,995   Rider on a 650 cc V-strom Suzuki  (double occupancy) 
                  9,347   Rider on a 1,000cc V-strom Suzuki (double occupancy) 
                  9,645   Rider on Harley-Davidson (double occupancy) 
                  6,847   Passenger on bike or in support vehicle          
                    670    Single occupancy supplement                        
                    800    Deposit  (Visa & MC)                                    

                                                                                       
Make your reservation today!  

MAKE YOUR RESERVATION BY GOING TO   www.motodiscovery.com 
 or calling Toll Free  1(800) 233-0564  /  PH (830) 438-7744 

skip@motodiscovery.com

http://www.motodiscovery.com
mailto:skip@motodiscovery.com

